
Communications and World Languages Cluster Meeting 01-09-2020 

Starting Time: 11:15am 

Attendees: Rhonda Rye, Timothy Shary, Maria Parnell, Belynda Cain, Aaron Houts, Janet Rubin, Monica 

Hixon, Stephanie Jarvis, Nicole Gomez, Pilar Florenz, Roland Chambers, Holly Erler, AP Michael Cadore, 

Ervin Jackson, Anthony Spero 

Cluster Chair: Roland Chambers 

Topics of Discussion 

1. Discussed grade requirements for foreign language. It was confirmed that the requirements listed 

online are correct. Students need a C in Spanish 1 to continue to Spanish 2 but only need a D in Spanish 

2 to satisfy the language requirement 

2. Janet discussed CTE and the upcoming plays  

Black History on Cocoa campus: Vote 

Holocaust remembrance play on the Melbourne Campus: Contact with the Enemy  

Janet will send an email regarding play times and dates. 

3. AP Cadore introduced himself as the Associate Provost on the Cocoa Campus and emphasized the 

importance of faculty-administration relationships. Several faculty shared stories regarding conflict and 

how they worked with administration to resolve issues. 

4. Japanese 3 course is being worked on. 

5. French 1 and 2 COS’s need to be revised but Spanish COS’s will be redone first and French COS’s will 

be based on them. 

6. No one is available to rewrite ASL 4, so it will be eliminated unless someone to work on it can be 

found. Roland will email department chairs to inquire. 

7. The OER, Exploring Public Speaking 4th Ed was approved by the cluster. Roland and Stephanie will be 

using it in their classes. (Stephanie will be using it online as well.) 

8. We discussed the Women Who Shape History Speech Competition. It was suggested that instructors 

require their informative speech to be about a woman in history and encourage them to participate in 

the competition. The majority are interested in proceeding with the competition. It will be campuswide 

on the Palm Bay and Melbourne campuses. 

9. Rhonda is developing a course on writing research proposals. The students will work with an advisor 

in their field on their campus. Instructors will receive 1 credit of MMC points for advising a student.  


